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Abstract
This article discusses how definiteness marking emerges and develops in the Scandinavian languages, with a specific focus on Swedish. The article contains a formal analysis undertaken within a minimalist framework. It is argued that definiteness in full-blown article languages is composed of two cooperating formal features associated with two functional heads. However, early formal definiteness is identified with only one of these features, used optionally, which explains why definiteness marking progressed relatively slowly. The emergence of the optional use of formal definite markers seems to have had a snowball effect, eventually leading to the modern system of obligatory definiteness marking.

1 Introduction
A specific characteristic of all standard varieties of Scandinavian is the definite inflection of nouns by means of a suffix, cf. Sw. sten ‘stone’ and stenen ‘the stone’. The emergence of the definite suffix can be traced as far back as the 11th century, when two instances of andinni, the definite form of and ‘spirit’, appear in two late Swedish runic inscriptions in the formulaic prayer Guð hialpi andinni ‘May God help the spirit’. To the extent that we can judge, there were no formal means to differentiate between definite and indefinite noun phrases in the earliest Viking Age language.

Apparently, the emergence of the definite suffix is the first step in a series of morpho-syntactic changes that affect the Scandinavian noun phrases from the late Viking Age and some centuries ahead. The process eventually leads to an obligatory distinction between definite and indefinite noun phrases all over Scandinavia. However, whereas the definite suffix is a common Scandinavian feature, which seems to have developed in parallel in the different varieties, the process does not lead to identical means to make the distinction in all respects.

For instance, the Mainland Scandinavian varieties have developed an indefinite article (en), while Icelandic has not. The former varieties have also developed a free definite article (den), used before pre-nominal attributes, most often obligatorily so. Swedish and Norwegian practice so-called double definiteness, i.e. combined use of the definite article and the definite suffix, but Danish does not (cf. Sw. den stora sten-en – Dan. den store sten ‘the big stone’). Icelandic also has a kind of definite article (hinn), but not the same as on the mainland and can normally do without it (störi stein-inn ‘the big stone’). On the other hand, all Scandinavian varieties have landed on the same distribution of the so-called strong and weak

* The author of this paper is indebted to The Swedish Research Council for its financial support to the project “The syntax of the early Scandinavian noun phrase” (project number: 421-2010-1272).
forms of adjectives in indefinite and definite noun phrases respectively (cf. Sw. *en stor sten* ‘a big stone’ – *den stora stenen* ‘the big stone’).

The development towards obligatory distinction between definite and indefinite noun phrases is a lengthy process. The emergence of the definite suffix only marks the very start, and it is not until several hundred years later that the modern rules are essentially established in all respects. The primary aim of this article is to suggest a minimalist analysis of the process that is consistent with this gradual development.

For the rest of the article, I will still refer to Scandinavian as a whole when discussing the emergence of the definite suffix, but otherwise focus mostly on Swedish, since the details of the later development are better known in this language than in other Scandinavian varieties. I also chiefly concentrate on (semantically) definite noun phrases, leaving the details concerning the development of the indefinite article aside.\(^1\) On the other hand, I draw some attention to yet another aspect of the early Scandinavian noun phrase syntax, not mentioned above, viz. the change of noun phrase word order that runs parallel to the development of definiteness marking. As will become clear, I argue for a causal relation.

Below, the empirical and the theoretical prerequisites are presented in sections 2 and 3 respectively. Section 4 accounts for the analysis proper. Section 5 contains a summing-up.

### 2 The empirical base

This section accounts for the empirical base of the analysis in the following. It is to a considerable extent the result of recent research, and more extensive accounts on various aspects are found in Stroh-Wollin 2014, 2015, ms. (See also Skrzypek 2012.) The focus below lies on the transitional stages when definiteness marking first emerges and when it becomes obligatory. As for the development of indefiniteness marking, I confine myself to state that the indefinite article appears significantly later than the definite suffix and, following Skrzypek 2012, that the modern rules regarding indefiniteness marking seem to have been finally settled at about the same time as those concerning definiteness marking (i.e. late Old Swedish; cf. below).

#### 2.1 The emergence of the definite suffix

It is a well-founded assumption that the Scandinavian definite suffix stems from a post-posed demonstrative. However, my research indicates that it is not a question of exactly the same word in Iceland as on the mainland, even though we may assume a relation between the two. (Stroh-Wollin 2014, ms) The mainland origin is *hin*, which is probably a reinforced variant of the Icelandic counterpart *enn*, and the words inflect (for gender, number and case) in the same way. Interestingly, the results of the grammaticalizations seem identical, in spite of the slightly different starts. The process of the mainland varieties is illustrated in (1), where the

\(^1\) The development of the indefinite article in Old Swedish has lately attained a good deal of interest among scholars; see e.g. Brandtler & Delsing 2010, Skrzypek 2012, Stendahl 2013, but the interrelation between explicit marking of definiteness and indefiniteness is so far largely unknown. However, the emergence and the obligatorification of the indefinite article are sufficiently well dated, which is of importance in this context. I will return to this below.
case-marked demonstrative, here in the genitive, *hins*, is attached to *dags*, the word for ‘day’ inflected for the same case. (2) shows the corresponding development in Icelandic.²

(1) \(\text{dag-s hin-s} \rightarrow \text{dag-s'(h)in-s} \rightarrow \text{dag-s-in-s} \ (\rightarrow \text{dag-en-s})\) Mainland Scand.

(2) \(\text{dag-s en-s} \rightarrow \text{dag-s'\text{en-s}} \rightarrow \text{dag-s-in-s}\) Icelandic

The double case marking on definite forms of nouns, as in *dagsins* ‘the day’s’, is still a feature of modern Icelandic, whereas the Mainland Scandinavian languages have gone one step further, because of the loss of case marking on nouns. The -s in *dagens* (within brackets above), originally a genitive case suffix, is retained as a possessive marker in Swedish, Danish and some varieties of Norwegian.

Now, instances of a pure demonstrative *hinn* (or *enn*) are conspicuous by their absence in the written sources. This circumstance soon gave rise to the hypothesis that the origin of the suffix is rather to be found in post-posed phrases consisting of *hinn* (or *enn*) + a weakly inflected adjective (see e.g. Delbrück 1916). And we do find phrases where a pre-adjectival *hinn* has cliticized to a preceding noun in accordance with this hypothesis. For instance, *Ormen lange* ‘The long serpent’ (from Old Norw. *ormrinn langi*), the name of a famous long ship built for the Norwegian king Olav Tryggvason, is a contraction of *ormr (h)inn langi*.

However, there is certainly room for scepticism regarding this hypothesis. It has for instance been objected (e.g. by Saltveit & Seip 1971) that post-posed adjectival phrases of this kind were probably not frequent enough to have the assumed impact on grammar. Furthermore, it seems improbable from a theoretical point of view that formal definiteness should have emerged just accidentally. It is usually assumed that definiteness markers evolve from demonstratives coming into systematic use for intra-linguistic reference in addition to the extra-linguistic. (See also Dahl 2015:36.) Moreover, there is in fact a little more evidence than is often noticed, albeit partly uncertain and partly indirect, of a deictic demonstrative *hinn*. This evidence is mainly found in runic inscriptions. (See further Stroh-Wollin ms.)

Concerning this issue, my point of departure in the analysis below is the assumption that the definite suffix and the pre-adjectival particle just had their origin in the same demonstrative. There is no reason to believe that the former developed from the latter.

Dating the definite suffix is also a much-debated issue. It has been argued that it should be significantly older than the first attested forms from the 11th century, but I believe there are several circumstances contradicting a much earlier dating. First, the different origins of the suffix in Iceland and on the mainland indicate that the definite suffix did not come with the colonizers to Iceland, which means that c.900 is a terminus post quem. Secondly, the earliest Scandinavian manuscripts, two books of homilies from Iceland and Norway in particular, dated to around 1200, show transitional forms (maybe reflecting slightly older originals) to an extent that is not negligible. For instance, to some extent it is possible to follow the development illustrated in (2) above. Thirdly, a rough estimation based on the rate of increase as

---

² My investigation shows that the change of vowel in the manuscripts is not only a consequence of peculiarities as regards Icelandic spelling at the time (cf. Benediktsson 2002). There is a real phonetic change as well, caused by the reinterpretation of the cliticized demonstratives as inflectional suffixes; the vowel quality was then adjusted in accordance with other inflectional morphemes.
regards the use of definite forms in mediaeval texts points to around 1000 as a plausible date of birth. (Stroh-Wollin 2014, ms.)

This pinpointing is also consistent with the hypothesis of a causal relation between the emergence of the definite suffix and changes in the noun phrase word order, discernible from the late Viking Age and on. This topic is addressed in the next section.

2.2 Noun phrase word order in early Scandinavian

Anyone who has been confronted with a number of the memorial inscriptions on rune stones from the Viking Age can verify that demonstratives, possessives and adjectives often follow the head noun. Phrases such as stein þenna (acc.) ‘this stone’ (lit. stone this) and father sinn godan (acc.) ‘his good father’ (lit. father his good) are heavily represented. However, mediaeval manuscripts do not typically show the same patterns. Obviously, the noun phrase word order undergoes a conspicuous change in the 12th and 13th centuries.

This change has hitherto received surprisingly little attention. Moreover, descriptions in the literature on noun phrase word order of early Scandinavian are sometimes unclear. Faarlund (2004:68), for example, states that adjectives most often follow the noun (“on the surface”). However, when accounting for cases where the opposite order is predominant, it becomes clear that definite noun phrases with adjectives belong to this latter category. (Faarlund 2004:70)

Börjars, Harries & Vincent (ms. p. 23) conclude that there is a “relatively free word order”, proposing on this ground a rather “flat structure in which elements are not associated with particular structural positions”. In their abstract architectural representation of the noun phrase, however, they identify a high “discourse-prominent position on the left edge” (Börjars, Harries & Vincent, ms. p. 24). For my part, I do not take variation to indicate a flat structure, but I believe the view of the left edge as pragmatically relevant actually captures some of the essence of noun phrase word order in Viking Age Scandinavian. However, the authors miss something as we proceed in time.

In order to test the idea put forward by Börjars, Harries & Vincent concerning the left edge of noun phrases, I conducted some searches on the Viking Age inscriptions in the Scandinavian Runic-text Database. My hypothesis was that “noun first”, as in stein þenna and faður sinn, was the unmarked word order and that fronting of a modifier was a means to emphasize it. Five pairs of strings were tested: 1) stein þenna vs. þenna stein, 2) faður sinn vs. sinn faður, 3) sonr (nom.) ‘son’ + a name in the genitive case in post-posed vs. pre-posed position, 4) noun + a single adjective in post-posed vs. pre-posed position, 5) noun + an adjective preceded by an intensifying adverbial in post-posed vs. pre-posed position. The results are presented in Table 1 below.

As expected, Table 1 shows a very small percentage of pre-posed demonstratives and pre-posed sinn. The figures also indicate a much stronger inclination to front modifying names in the genitive than to front the possessive sinn, which also speaks in favour of the hypothesis. There is normally no reason to stress a possessive sinn that announces that the commemorated person is the erector’s father, because this is the unmarked case. But the situation is different when a less obvious relationship is announced and the use of a name in the genitive is needed. When it comes to the adjectival attributes, we see that the one-word
attributes are not fronted so often. This is perhaps a little surprising, but may be partly due to the fact that a majority of the instances are used to characterize somebody as “good”. An adjective denoting a more unexpected virtue would perhaps be fronted to a higher degree. But interestingly, an intensifying adverbial seems to have a substantial effect on the position of the adjectival attributes. On the whole, the investigation supports the view that “noun first” is unmarked and fronting of a modifier is pragmatically motivated.

Table 1. The distribution of post-posed and pre-posed modifiers in five pairs of noun phrases in Viking Age runic inscriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strings of investigation</th>
<th>Tot. n</th>
<th>Post-posed mod. n/%</th>
<th>Pre-posed mod. n/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>stein penna</em> vs. <em>penna Stein</em></td>
<td>815</td>
<td>796/98</td>
<td>19/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>faður sinn</em> vs. <em>sinn faður</em></td>
<td>703</td>
<td>678/96</td>
<td>25/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>sonr name-GEN</em> vs. <em>name-GEN sonr</em></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24/47</td>
<td>27/53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N + A vs. A + N</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>88/72</td>
<td>35/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N + [advl + A] vs. [advl + A] + N</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13/25</td>
<td>39/75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving on in time after the Viking Age, I regard change as the best word to characterize noun phrase word order in Scandinavian. It is not, as I see it, too far-fetched to suspect that this change is due to the emergence of a formal definiteness marking. Apparently, the word order change also first affects semantically definite noun phrases. In the long run, however, word order becomes more fixed in indefinite as well as in definite noun phrases.

I will illustrate my hypothesis about changing word order with some more figures from the runic material. As was demonstrated in Table 1, there are very few instances of *penna Stein* in relation to *stein penna* in the Viking Age inscriptions. As the mediaeval inscriptions also offer some comparable strings, it is possible to follow how the word order develops in a rather fixed context. In order to maximize the material, I have included all kinds of phrases with demonstratives used in the sense of ‘this’ and used to refer (extra-linguistically) to the very object on which the inscription is found (as “this stone”) or to a very close object (as “this church”) or to the writing itself (as “these runes”). Finally, the instances were sorted into time periods and counted. Inscriptions of uncertain age were omitted from the investigation. (See Stroh-Wollin ms for more details.) The result of the investigation is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The distribution of noun phrases with post-posed and pre-posed demonstratives in Scandinavian runic inscriptions from the Viking Age and the Middle Ages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Tot. n</th>
<th>Post-posed dem. n/%</th>
<th>Pre-posed dem. n/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c.800 – c.1100</td>
<td>1,102</td>
<td>1,067/97</td>
<td>35/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b 12th cent. – c.1200</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41/79</td>
<td>11/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b 13th cent. – c.1300</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12/50</td>
<td>12/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b 14th cent. –</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8/29</td>
<td>20/71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures in Table 2 clearly demonstrate an ongoing shift in word order. The increasing proportion of phrase-initial demonstratives cannot be due to pragmatic factors, since only very comparable phrases were part of the investigation.
Finally, it is noteworthy that as many as 16 of the 35 instances of pre-posed demonstratives in the Viking Age inscriptions are signed by or attributed to the same rune master: Visätë. Visätë’s runic inscriptions are normally dated, on ornamental grounds, to a period from the middle of the 11th century and about one generation ahead. Interestingly, one of the assumed two first instances of a noun in the definite form (*andinni* (dat.) ‘the spirit’ on U 6693) is found in a runic inscription signed by Visätë.

### 2.3 The completion of (in)definiteness marking

As mentioned in the introduction, the development towards an obligatory distinction between definite and indefinite noun phrases of the modern Scandinavian languages is a long process. When it comes to Swedish, most signs point to a period of final consolidation in the 15th century.

Skrzypek (2012) follows the development of the use of the definite forms of nouns as well as the indefinite article from the beginning of the 13th century and three hundred years ahead. She concludes that the obligatorification of the definite suffix in non-generic definite contexts is not fully completed until after 1450, whereas there is a very limited use of the suffix for generic reference before 1450 (op. cit., pp.152–154). She also points out that some linguists (e.g. Krámský 1972) take the generic usage as “the hallmark of a true, full-blown definite article” (op. cit., p. 49). When it comes to the indefinite article, it seems that the modern usage is more or less settled around 1450 (op. cit., p.193).

The development of definiteness marking in noun phrases with adjectival attributes in Old Swedish is followed in Stroh-Wollin 2015. Remarkably, such phrases are normally totally void of explicit definite morphology as late as the beginning of the 14th century, even though nouns not preceded by any modifier at this time more often than not appear in the definite form in semantically definite contexts. When there is an adjective, this takes the strong form and combines with a noun not inflected for definiteness – irrespective of whether the phrase is semantically definite or not. It is not until the late 14th century that pre-posed adjectives more regularly appear in the weak form, and then always before a noun in the definite form. And it is not until the next century that a pre-posed definite article seems indispensible.

All in all, the investigations referred to above show a striking simultaneousness as regards the obligatorification of the definite suffix for non-generic uses, the rise of the definite suffix for generic uses, a modern use of the indefinite article and the obligatorification of the pre-posed definite article. I would say that by the middle of the 15th century, the modern rules of (in)definiteness marking are by and large settled in Swedish, even though there are no doubt scattered counterexamples to be found.

### 3 Theoretical points of departure and matters of debate

The formal analysis in the following will be undertaken within a minimalist framework. Below, I present first in section 3.1 some principle aspects regarding my view on minimalism before giving an account in section 3.2 of a noun phrase model applicable to modern

---

3 Siglum used e.g. in the Scandinavian Runic-text Database.
Scandinavian that will be used in the analysis. In section 3.3 the leading principles of grammaticalization from the minimalist point of view are briefly presented, as well as some earlier attempts to explain the emergence of the definite suffix within this framework. Finally, in section 3.4, I take up the question of whether noun phrases in languages without articles are DPs or not.

3.1 Assumptions on the nature of grammatical derivation

My formal analysis is basically founded on the principles of derivation outlined in Chomsky (2000, 2001) applied on a very minimalistic conception of the inborn grammatical device (maybe even more minimalistic than UG as discussed in Chomsky 2007). This means that I assume a computational capacity, but also that every individual must identify afresh the grammatical categories of his/her mother tongue and the architectural structure of it.

I also take grammatical derivation to be, above all, semantic in nature. This means, among other things, that a functional projection has a role only if it is semantically motivated: new specifications are added successively. A consequence of this view is that understanding grammatical derivation largely means understanding its semantic impact.

This understanding is not a trivial task: the grammatically encoded meaning should be understood as formal in nature, from which follows that it may be quite different from what we might expect prima facie. For example, the formal contribution of plural marking is in fact not necessarily ‘plural’ or ‘more than one’ (see further 3.2.1). Of course, a relevant question in this context is what the formal semantic contribution of definiteness marking actually is. I do not believe it is directly linked to a pragmatic notion such as identifiability, nor do I believe it is, as sometimes assumed, directly linked to specificity or uniqueness. The view I adopt will be explained in section 3.2.2.

Further, I assume two different kinds of abstract features. First, there are abstract features that attract lexical counterparts during the course of derivation. But I also find it useful to assume category features to ensure that a functional head selects the right complement. Let us say that the X-head in (3) has an interpretable feature X and that the Y-head above it has not only an interpretable Y-feature but also an uninterpretable X-feature. If so, the uninterpretable X-feature in Y has to probe for interpretability, which means that Y has to select an XP as complement – or a complement containing an XP.

(3)

\[
\text{YP} \quad \text{spec} \quad \text{Y} \quad \text{Y}' \quad \text{XP} \quad \text{spec} \quad \text{X} \quad \text{X}' \quad \text{compl}
\]

4 This is not saying that all kinds of flexion is semantic in nature; gender agreement, for instance, is not. But I doubt that non-semantic flexion defines the architectural structure of syntagms.

5 See e.g. Lyons 1999, especially p. 274 ff., for a discussion.

6 See Agder & Svenonius 2011 for a theoretical discussion of different kinds of features in Minimalist Syntax.
3.2 A model for the noun phrase in Modern Scandinavian

The analysis in the following is largely based on the model and principles outlined in Stroh-Wollin 2011, which discusses noun phrases in modern article languages. Structurally, this model is fairly simple, devoting more attention to the semantic impact of grammatical derivation. The account is presented below with a strong focus on the parts that are of crucial importance in this context. The model consists of an N-domain and a D-domain.

3.2.1 The N-domain

The N-domain consists of a lexical n-projection with a functional N-projection on top. The n-head is the locus of the noun stem, whereas the N-head hosts an abstract number feature, which attracts a number suffix, possibly a singular null morpheme, to the head itself. The suffix in turn attracts the stem in the n-head. This means that a noun can never be spelled out in a lower position than N. Consequently, NP alone will represent the N-domain below. The following just gives a hint of the semantic impact of the N domain.

The semantic impact from number inflection is seen as a question of conceptualization of the entity. Plural marking adds a feature value +COUNTABLE, which means that a plural noun denotes an entity comprising separate objects. A noun in the singular is –COUNTABLE and denotes an entity not distinguishable as separate objects.

Singular noun phrases denote either single objects or to masses, but this distinction is not openly accounted for by nominal inflection. However, some determiners have a disambiguating effect on the noun phrase in this regard: a noun phrase such as a stone denotes a single object, whereas a lot of stone denotes a mass. The effect is, according to the model, due to a divisibility feature, for which the indefinite article has the value –DIVISIBLE and a lot of has the value +DIVISIBLE. As it is also possible to use a lot of before plural nouns, as in a lot of stones, this determiner does not have a specific value for countability. But some determiners do: e.g. many can only combine with the value +COUNTABLE of plural entities.

3.2.2 The D-domain from the semantic point of view

The D-domain consists, just like the N-domain, of two projections: (little) dP and (big) DP. The two projections are taken to collaborate in the restriction of the set of referents, and the value of the relevant feature in little d has to be settled before the value of big D can be defined, which justifies splitting the original single DP. (This assumption is empirically supported by the double definiteness structures, cf. 3.2.3 below.) What follows is a brief account of what meaning is encoded in the D-domain.

---

7 Various accounts have been put forward within the framework of the Minimalist Program on how to deal with noun phrase structure generally and in the Scandinavian languages in particular. For the latter category alone, quite a few rather extensive works can be mentioned, e.g. Delsing 1993, Julien 2005, Lohrman 2010. I will not go into details here. The works mentioned and other accounts have their virtues, but the view advocated here on the grammatically encoded meaning in noun phrases is quite different from other approaches.

8 I will use English examples here as long as there is no difference in principle between English and the Scandinavian languages.

9 The traditional dichotomy of count nouns and mass nouns is critically scrutinized from the philosophical semantic perspective in Laycock 2006. The model described above actually meets the problems addressed by Laycock.
The set of referents, R for short, is taken to be defined in big DP in relation to a set of selection, S for short, defined in little dP, and S is in turn defined in relation to the universal set, U for short, i.e. the largest possible set with regard to the descriptive core of the phrase.\textsuperscript{10} By restricting the set of referents in two steps, it is possible to formally account for the distinction between a definite noun phrase such as \textit{the dogs} and an indefinite noun phrase such as \textit{three dogs}. If we could only operate with R and U, it would be impossible to differential between the two: the phrases \textit{the dogs} and \textit{three dogs} both denote a subset of the universal set of dogs: $R \subset S$. However, a definite phrase is (in the typical case, cf. below) used when there is an intra-linguistic or extra-linguistic clue available for the receiver to identify the set of referents as all members of a set of selection that is reduced in relation to the universal set: $R = S \subset U$. The use of an indefinite phrase, on the other hand, does not require any reduction of the set of selection in relation to the universal set, which permits us to equate S with U, but the final set of referents denoted by an indefinite phrase such as \textit{three dogs} is a subset of the set of selection: $R \subset S = U$.

Equating S with U in indefinite cases does not exclude the possibility that an indefinite phrase is pragmatically taken to denote a subset of a more restricted set than U as defined above by the descriptive core of the phrase. For example, the utterance in (4) would not be meaningful if the discourse did not restrict the possible set of dogs (e.g. as the dogs at a certain dog show). Only, $S = U$ means that this restriction is not grammatically encoded.\textsuperscript{11}

(4) \textit{Three dogs are white}.

It is also reason to consider the assumption that $R = S$ in the definite case. This assumption is, of course, unproblematic as long as R really encompasses all contextually identified presumptive referents, which is the normal case. But it is sometimes possible to use a definite noun phrase even though an intended referent is not uniquely identifiable to the receiver; see (5).

(5) \textit{Hon har brutit benet.} \hspace{1cm} (Swedish)
\hspace{1cm} she has broken leg-DEF
\hspace{1cm} ‘She has broken her leg.’

The definite noun phrase \textit{benet} ‘the leg’ in (5) is ambiguous, as it could concern either the left or the right leg. However, we do not have to make this a problem. We can still maintain that R equals S, but we have to accept that the contextual restriction of S in relation to U is not exact, but approximate. Formally, there is no problem in doing so. (6) summarizes the concept so far.

\textsuperscript{10} The device of identifying a set S between R and U and making the restriction of the set of referents a two-step process has a kind of parallel in the account of tense in Reichenbach 1947, where the author introduces a time of reference between the time of speech and the time of the event.

\textsuperscript{11} Languages actually seem to vary as regards the formal encoding of S in indefinite noun phrases; $S \subset U$ is also possible. Following Stroh-Wollin 2011, I assume, without going into details in this context, that $S = U$ in Germanic indefinite noun phrases (but $S \subset U$ in Romance).
(6)  
  
  a.  the dogs \( R = S \sqsubseteq U \)  
  b.  three dogs \( R \sqsubseteq S = U \)  

Now, a glance at the examples in (7a–c) reveals that we have not yet come to grips with the whole story. (7a) and (7b) show two noun phrases with generic reference, one definite and one indefinite with no article, whereas (7c) shows the same article-less phrase as in (7b), but used in another context, where it is not interpreted generically.

(7)  
  
  a.  The Brazilians are crazy about football.  
  b.  She doesn’t like dogs.  
  c.  There are dogs in the garden.

Thus, it is necessary to adjust the concept a little to capture the ambiguity of definite noun phrases and of article-less noun phrases. This can be solved by simply taking a definite noun phrase to express \( R = S \sqsubseteq U \) and an article-less noun phrase to express \( R \sqsubseteq S \sqsubseteq U \).

The specification of \( S \) is a matter for the dP, whereas the specification of \( R \) is a matter for the DP. The relevant features can be labelled \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) respectively.\(^{12}\) The \( \sigma_1 \)-feature in d can, according to the discussion above, take the values \( S = U \) and \( S \sqsubseteq U \) and the \( \sigma_2 \)-feature in D can take the values \( R \sqsubseteq S \), \( R \sqsubseteq S \) and \( R = S \). Three combinations of values are possible; see Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \sigma_2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>indefinite noun phrases with determiner</td>
<td>( R \sqsubseteq S )</td>
<td>( S = U )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indefinite noun phrases without determiner</td>
<td>( R \sqsubseteq S )</td>
<td>( S = U )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definite noun phrases</td>
<td>( R = S )</td>
<td>( S \sqsubseteq U )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Values on \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) for three structurally defined kinds of noun phrases.

The assessment of values on \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) for different kinds of noun phrases accounted for in Figure 1 is not universal, but applies to modern Germanic in general. We will return to the situation in Early Scandinavian.

3.2.3 Structural derivation in the D-domain

The structural consequences of the split DP will be demonstrated below on definite noun phrases, since this is the more complicated case. As for the indefinite phrases, we can take the “indefinite” value \( S = U \) on the \( \sigma_1 \)-feature to be semantically unmarked and structurally accounted for with just a null morpheme in d. The unmarked value on the \( \sigma_2 \)-feature is \( R \sqsubseteq S \), which is accounted for with a null morpheme in D, whereas the marked “indefinite” value \( R \sqsubseteq S \) on the \( \sigma_2 \)-feature demands an indefinite determiner in D.

So, what about definite noun phrases? If we consider languages with only a pre-nominal definite article, such as English the, it is not obvious from the structural point of view that a split DP is an advantage. However, the idea finds empirical support in the “double

\(^{12}\) Only one \( \sigma \)-feature (in d) is identified in Stroh-Wollin 2011. The assumption made here leads to a slightly different approach on some aspects in the account below.
definiteness” structures found in some of the Scandinavian languages. Double definiteness means, as pointed out in the introduction, that a free pre-posed definite article is combined with a noun inflected for definiteness. The pre-posed article is used only if there is a pre-nominal attribute, otherwise pure definiteness is expressed solely on the noun; cf. (8a–b).13

\[ \text{(8) a. } \text{den lilla flickan} \quad \text{(Swedish)} \]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DEF little girl-DEF} \\
\text{‘the little girl’}
\end{array}
\]

\[ \text{b. } \text{flickan} \]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{girl-DEF} \\
\text{‘the girl’}
\end{array}
\]

The derivation of the noun phrases in (8a–b) are demonstrated in (9a–b). In both cases a definite suffix is first merged in the d-head, from where it attracts the noun in N. The further derivation is not the same, as a pre-nominal attribute for some reason prevents the noun from further advancement. The adjective lilla ‘little’ in the a-example takes its locus in the specifier of the dP, whereas the DP is lexicalized with the free article. When there is no pre-nominal attribute, as in the b-example, nothing prevents the noun from moving to D.

\[ \text{(9) a. } \text{DP} \quad \text{b. } \text{DP} \]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{den spec} \\
\text{lilla} \\
\text{dP} \\
\text{d'} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{flicka}
\end{array}
\]

Since the suffix is the sole marker of definiteness in the absence of pre-nominal attributes (9b), we may conclude that it holds interpretable variants of both σ-features. And since the free article cannot impose definiteness on its own, we can conclude that it is an expletive with uninterpretable σ-features, which have to probe the inflected noun for interpretability.14 15

The Scandinavian languages are alike when it comes to definiteness marking in noun phrases with no pre-nominal modifiers, so we can draw the same conclusion concerning the definite suffix irrespective of language. The free pre-posed article in Danish, on the other hand, seems to have interpretable σ-features, unlike its counterpart in Swedish and Norwegian, as it cannot combine with nouns inflected for definiteness; see (10).

---

13 The definiteness is regarded as “pure” when there is no deictic connotation; a phrase such as den flickan is grammatical in the sense of ‘that girl’.

14 Thus, I do not accept the conclusion in Börjars et.al. (ms., p. 39) about the free article: “Since it is an expletive element, it does not have any features and hence it is not actually a syntactic definite determiner.”

15 Some pre-nominal modifiers that may be interpreted as inherently definite are not necessarily preceded by the free article, viz. superlatives, ordinal numbers and some other words, e.g. sista ‘(the) last’, högra ‘(the) right, vänstra ‘(the) left’. Ordinary adjectives in the positive can appear without the free article only in very special cases. I refrain from speculating on the analysis of these kinds of noun phrases here.
It is not self-evident whether the free articles are head constituents or phrase constituents, which makes it somewhat uncertain where they are first merged in the structure. Considering the “Head Preference Principle” (cf. section 3.3), we might expect a head analysis and a first merge in D. However, the principle asserts a preference, not a conclusive rule. And demonstratives are often assumed phrase constituents, which would permit the same analysis for the corresponding forms of the definite article. If so, it is possible that the article is first merged below D, in an additional specifier above the adjective in dP and moves to DP. This hypothesis implies that multiple specifiers are possible. I see no problems with this assumption and will make further use of it in the diachronic analysis.

The definite suffix, on the other hand, is a head constituent. When the various forms of a demonstrative have eventually developed into inflectional morphemes, we have to assume that a re-categorization from phrase to head has taken place.

Another question concerns why we need the free article at all, i.e. why the noun is not allowed to precede the adjective.16 There are numerous formal accounts proposed in the literature, characterized by Börjars, Harries & Vincent (ms. p. 38) as “‘technical and correct’ rather than ‘insightful’”. The authors give a brief presentation of some, before they propose their own technical solution within the LFG framework they apply. I will not go into this discussion here, since the issue is not at stake for my purposes.

3.3 The grammaticalization of definiteness markers from the minimalist point of view
For a long time, grammaticalization was discussed exclusively from a functionalist approach, but for some time the phenomenon has also inspired linguists working within the Minimalist Program: see e.g. Roberts & Rousseau 2003, van Gelderen 2010.

A guiding principle in this approach is that grammaticalization is change “up the tree”. This is logical from the general principle of design by which the lexical projections of syntags are low, whereas functional projections are high. Thus, a reinterpretation of a descriptive semantic feature in functional terms will push the element bearing the feature in question upwards. It is also taken to be less costly to insert an element directly into a high position, a Late Merge, than to move it from below.

A couple of other basic ideas are the Head Preference Principle and the driving force of Feature Economy. The first of these says: “Be a head rather than a phrase”, which means that grammatical morphemes tend to be head constituents. The latter means that semantic features of content words (when and if possible) are reanalysed as interpretable functional features and later as uninterpretable. (van Gelderen 2010:13 ff.)

The grammaticalization of definiteness markers in Early Scandinavian has of course also been addressed from the Minimalist approach.17 Two quite different attempts are Faarlund 2007/2009 and Abraham & Leiss 2007. Both Faarlund and Abraham & Leiss seem to take

---

16 However, there are counterexamples in Icelandic. See further Pfaff (2014, 2015).
17 There is also a short section devoted to Scandinavian in chapter 6, “The DP Cycle”, in van Gelderen 2010. See also van Gelderen 2007.
18 Faarlund 2009 is a revised version of Faarlund 2007.
for granted that the post-posed bound article and the free pre-adjectival hinnek are involved in one and the same grammaticalization process. However, whereas Faarlund’s analysis follows the traditional grammaticalization cline, i.e. demonstrative > free article > clitic > suffix, but ends up in a process “down the tree”, Abraham & Leiss place it the other way round. Abraham & Leiss assume an “up the tree” process in accordance with the generative theory, but take the free article as secondary to the post-posed bound, which is contrary to the view of traditional grammaticalization theory.

Both of these analyses were criticized on various grounds in Börjars & Harries 2008. One topic of specific interest to the authors was Faarlund’s assumption that the post-posed article was a clitic, not yet a suffix, in Old Norse. This assumption is crucial for Faarlund’s analysis, but according to Börjars & Harries it is impossible to draw a distinct borderline between the two categories.

Both Faarlund 2007 and Abraham & Leiss 2007 are also criticized in Stroh-Wollin 2009. Above all, the premise of a joint grammaticalization process for the definite suffix and the pre-adjectival article is dismissed. This criticism still holds true, I believe (cf. section 2.1), but details in the analysis proposed in Stroh-Wollin 2009 have to be reconsidered, even though it solved the problems that characterized the analyses discussed.

Characteristic for previous attempts among generativists to explain the grammaticalization of definiteness markers in Scandinavian is the focus on the very beginning of the process. In what follows, I try to give an account of the whole story, from the beginning to the end, i.e. when definiteness marking has become obligatory in definite contexts.

3.4 Are noun phrases DPs even in languages with no articles?

One question that has come to the fore rather recently in generative syntax is whether noun phrases in languages without articles are DPs or NPs. The latter view is proposed in different works by Željko Bošković (see e.g. Bošković 2012). Bošković (2012) argues on empirical grounds that languages with and without articles differ on specific points related to the presence/absence of a DP. Many have taken the DP analysis, proposed for argumental noun phrases in Abney 1987, more or less for granted in article-less languages as well (e.g. Faarlund 2007/2009, Abraham & Leiss 2007, van Gelderen 2007, 2010 and Stroh-Wollin 2009). However, the question is important when dealing with the initial development of definiteness markers in Scandinavian (or any language).

The topic has in fact recently been explored to some extent. Lander & Haegeman (2013) test Old Norse on some of the criteria put forward by Bošković to distinguish between, on the one hand, languages with definite determiners and a DP on top of NP, so-called DP languages, and, on the other hand, languages without formal definite determiners and assumingly also without the DP layer, so-called NP languages. The authors do not adopt a definite position on the question of whether Old Norse lacks the DP layer or not, but state that the language behaves like an NP language according to the criteria tested.

I am also inclined to believe that we should not assume specific projections related to definiteness marking as long as we cannot state the existence of formal articles or the like in the language. This is above all a theoretical position, based on scepticism vis-à-vis very far-reaching assumptions concerning innate linguistic knowledge. However, the empirical in-
vestigation of noun phrase word order in Viking Age Scandinavian indicates that the left edge is open for fronting, which points to a functional projection above the NP after all. This is a problem for the analysis to tackle.

Of course, not devoting a specific locus in the phrase structure to definiteness in the earliest Scandinavian does not mean that noun phrases with, for instance, demonstratives and possessives were not semantically definite, only that they were not formally definite. This means that they were not associated with any functional definite feature with relevance for the structural derivation. But once a language possesses a pure definiteness marker in the formal sense, it becomes possible even for various semantically definite modifiers in the noun phrase to acquire formal definiteness as well.

4 The analysis

The analysis presented in this section is an attempt to explain how the noun phrase structure in Swedish gradually develops from a stage with no formal definiteness markers to a stage where definiteness marking is mandatory. Obviously, an analysis of this kind must be consistent with the notion of a long transitional period. This is possible if we assume, first, that definiteness in a full-fledged article language is associated with two cooperating formal features, as accounted for above, and secondly that formal definiteness was initially associated with only one of these features and that it was optional for speakers to use it or not. In section 4.1 below, I describe a model to account for the noun phrase structure in the earliest attested Scandinavian. In section 4.2, I describe what happens when the demonstrative \( (h)inn \) is reinterpreted as a formal definiteness marker. Finally, in section 4.3 I deal with the subsequent development towards compulsory definiteness marking.

4.1 Noun phrase structure before the definite suffix

As mentioned, I do not assume that noun phrases in languages without articles (or the like) are DPs. On the other hand, I find it necessary to assume some functional projection above the NP in Viking Age Scandinavian to explain the variable word order. I take this projection to host a case feature, but I will simply label it EP here, with E for “edge”, in order not to commit myself to a definite position concerning its full nature. (It may be linked, in some way or another, to referentiality.)\(^{19}\) Most important, E is not associated with any \( \sigma \)-feature.

The abstract structures of the (accusative) noun phrases in (11a–c) are demonstrated in (12a–c) to show how the system works. Modifiers with nominal inflection such as the ones in (11a–c) are taken to merge in the NP-specifier, i.e. in a position where their uninterpretable gender, number and case features can probe the corresponding features on the noun for interpretability. If we then take the E-head to host an abstract case feature, it needs to be lexicalized with some case-defined constituent, which moves to (re-)merges in) the EP. Formally, this constituent can be the noun, which will merge in the E-head; cf. (12a–b), or a modifier, which will merge in the specifier; cf. (12c).

\(^{19}\) While certainly believing that the initial position was used for discourse-related movement, I do not believe in pragmatically motivated projections. Thus, I also avoid labels on par with Rizzi’s (1997) TopP and FocP for the C domain of clauses.
Case inflection in Early Scandinavian was (and still is in Icelandic and Faroese) integrated with number inflection, i.e. the inflectional morphemes express number and case at the same time. But this does not mean that the functions of number and case are blended: number inflection affects the conceptualization of the entity and case is an edge feature with relevance when the noun phrase is spelled out and used in further derivation, for instance as an argument in a clause. Hence, the distribution of features on two projections is not far-fetched.

In cases where there is more than one modifier, I take them to merge in multiple specifiers to N, the ordering being a question of scope. Noun phrases consisting of noun, adjective and possessive vary in surface structure, even though “noun – possessive – adjective”, as in faður sinn goðan (acc.) ‘his good father’ (lit. father his good), is by far the most common in the Viking Age Runic inscriptions. I believe it is possible to account for the different patterns by fronting either the noun or the (pre-adjectival) possessive or the lowest attribute and noun together.

### 4.2 The crucial moment

The formal analysis has so far identified one abstract structure applicable to Viking Age Scandinavian, before any formal definiteness marking had emerged, and one abstract structure applicable to the modern Scandinavian languages. The question now is how we get from the former stage to the latter. The process is a lengthy one, as already stressed.

I will argue here that the cliticization of post-posed hinn demonstratives on nouns, demonstrated in (13) below, at some point in time affects the grammar in a crucial way. But this occurrence does not have any immediate radical effect on the surface structure of noun phrases. Rather, it marks the start of a continuous process of several hundred years.
The pivotal change comes with a new generation identifying the former demonstrative as a formally definite element. This means that the rising generation takes this element to host some functional, and in some sense definite, feature and that there is a corresponding abstract feature in a functional head of the abstract noun phrase structure to attract it. In the language of the older generation, definiteness is not grammatically encoded, but the weakened deictic meaning of the demonstrative can, in practice, have had the same impact on the interpretation.

In her account of grammaticalization, van Gelderen (2010: 13 ff, 197) takes the principle of Feature Economy to drive the process whereby “semantic features are reanalysed as interpretable and then uninterpretable [functional] features” (op. cit. p. 197). The change I am talking about here is in these terms a reinterpretation from semantic into interpretable functional features. However, I would prefer other labels, as I also view the functional features as semantic in nature. I would say that semantic features whose contribution to the meaning of the syntagm is purely lexical are non-functional, in contrast to the functional features, interpretable and uninterpretable, that play a role in the morpho-syntactic derivation.

My claim concerning the structural change is that a little dP is sandwiched in between the NP and the EP. The structures of noun phrases representing the starting point and the completed transition to definite inflection in (13) are demonstrated in (14a–b). In the b-variant, the functional feature of the suffix is merged in d, from where it attracts the noun in N (solid arrow). The inflected noun will then move to E, attracted by the abstract case feature in this head (dotted arrow).

Definite noun phrases sometimes appear in very early West Norse texts with the definite morpheme as a separate word. I tentatively assume that such phrases also have the underlying structure accounted for in (14b). The definite morpheme still attracts the noun: it just does not amalgamate with it. A label other than suffix would certainly be appropriate in these cases, but I am hesitant about the label clitic, as the point is that the morpheme does not cliticize (at least not on the surface), and I refrain from going into the very extensive debate on clitics vs. affixes. Suffice it to say that I can see no argument for assuming a different structural analysis solely on the basis on the definite morpheme’s character as suffix or a separate word. I just see a smooth development of the process in (13), including some intermediate instances.

4.3 A gradual change

Comparing the abstract structures in (14a–b), one may expect that the obligatorification of the definite suffix could have been carried out within a relatively short period. It is justifiable to
ask, therefore, why the development nonetheless seems so gradual. The answer, I argue, lies in the features that drive the derivation.

As the new projection above NP is identified as a little dP, we expect it to host a σ-feature. It corresponds to the σ₁-feature in full-blown article languages, but the value of this feature on the definite suffix is not initially S ⊆ U, but just S ⊂ U, which is what we associate with prototypical, i.e. non-generic, definiteness. A noun phrase with a head noun inflected with the definite suffix is formally definite by the force of this value on the σ-feature.

A noun phrase without a definite morpheme, on the other hand, is not indefinite (in this early stage of the language): it is unmarked with regard to definiteness, which means that any interpretation of the S as restricted or not in relation to U is possible. Thus, the interpretation is compatible with S ⊆ U, but importantly, this is not formally expressed in the phrase. There is no σ-feature to be valued and there is no dP in the structure.

This all means that the dP-projection is there only if the speaker chooses to express definiteness explicitly. In any other case, the old EP–NP structure still applies. But this in turn means that the EP does not have to select a dP as its complement. An NP complement will do just as well. This is not a problem, as the EP has not changed at all: it still hosts an uninterpretable categorical N-feature and selects a complement with an interpretable instance of the same feature. It can find it in an NP, where the interpretable feature is intrinsic, or in a dP with an NP-complement. In the latter case, the uninterpretable N-feature in d is already made interpretable by Agree with the interpretable feature in N.

A dP emerges when some morpheme is understood as a formal and pure definiteness marker, void of root meanings. However, real demonstratives and other semantically definite modifiers are likely to soon become associated with the formal feature as well. When a modifier is taken to host the formally definite σ-feature, it must merge in the dP. This means that the underlying abstract structure of a noun phrase with, for instance, a demonstrative is different from what it was before; cf. (15a–b).

![Diagram](image)

The structure in (15a) demonstrates how a phrase such as *stein þenna* ‘this stone’ is derived according to the older grammar, whereas the structure in (15b) shows how the demonstrative is merged above NP, in the dP. As the demonstrative in the new structure is merged in a projection closer to the EP than the noun, it could be a more preferred candidate for satisfying the case feature in EP than before, possibly because movement of the closer demonstrative is less costly than movement of the noun.

If this is on the right track, we now have two competing principles for fronting to the EP. And it seems as if the new principle was felicitous, as “noun first” yields to “modifier first”, especially “definite modifier first”. A contributing explanation could be that the new
principle, based on derivational economy, also had consequences for the transparency of the pragmatic principle of the older system. If modifiers that were not discourse-prominent headed more and more noun phrases, it is likely that it was impossible in the long run to maintain the discourse-related option of the older system.

Now, an optional dP and one single σ-feature do not take us the whole way to the system of the modern Scandinavian languages. So, what is the whole story?

The re-structuring of the noun phrase accounted for in (14) and (15) is in a sense a radical step. But as long as a semantically definite noun phrase did not have to be formally marked for definiteness, the option of having no dP was still available. And this transitional period seems to have lasted for some four hundred years. However, the emergence of the dP brings about a snowball effect. From this point we can see a perpetual development of, among other things, more definiteness marking and more pre-nominal attributes.

Of course, this process has an end, when interpreting unmarked noun phrases as semantically definite is no longer a natural option. At this point, the dP becomes obligatory and a clear distinction between formally definite and formally indefinite noun phrases arises. If there is no definiteness marker to satisfy the σ-feature in d, then an indefinite null morpheme is inserted instead.

The σ-value of the indefinite null morpheme is $S = U$. Thus, the value does not just spring from a formalization of how unmarked noun phrases were formerly implicitly interpreted, viz. $S \subseteq U$, in contrast to the σ-value $S \subseteq U$ of explicitly definite phrases. Interestingly, this leaves the σ-value $S \subseteq U$ available for the definite phrases, which is needed as soon as definite noun phrases can have generic reference. The empirical data accounted for in section 2.3 also indicate that the rise of generic uses of definite noun phrases is more or less contemporary with the obligatorification of definiteness marking in non-generic contexts (and accordingly with the obligatory precens of the dP and the specification of the indefinite value).

So far, definiteness in early Swedish (Scandinavian) has been treated as a matter that only concerns one feature, whereas definiteness in the modern language (and full-blown article languages on the whole) was associated above with two cooperating features. This reflects my view of the process. Definiteness was in a first step formally regulated on only one feature. But this is no longer possible when the value of the first σ-feature has become less precise than before. At this point there must be a definite σ2-feature with a distinct value to maintain a clear dichotomy between definite and indefinite phrases. Leaving R unspecified would open for almost any use of definite phrases when combining with the σ1-value $S \subseteq U$.\(^{20}\)

Thus, we must assume that we have both σ1-features and σ2-features at the time of the obligatorification of (in)definiteness marking and the rise of generic uses of definite noun phrases. The combinations of σ-values are exactly as presented above for the modern languages. This means in turn that the EP has become a DP, i.e. a projection selecting a dP as its complement by virtue of an uninterpretable d-feature and hosting an uninterpretable σ2-feature that attracts an interpretable lexical counterpart, e.g. the lately evolved, but now established, pre-posed definite article.

\(^{20}\) There are actually sub-varieties of Scandinavian where the “definite” forms of nouns are not definite in the normal sense, but have a much wider use than in the standard languages; see Dahl 2015.
5 Summing-up

In this paper, I have charted the development from the very emergence of the definite suffix to mandatory distinction between definite and indefinite noun phrases. In Swedish, this process seems to stretch over four or five hundred years. It is not always expected that an understanding for such a drawn-out change would come out of a minimalist analysis; minimalist analyses often seem more appropriate when a change is carried out within the space of a few generations. Nevertheless, I have tried to show that it is possible.

An important theoretical assumption is that definiteness in fully developed article languages depends on two cooperating functional features related to two different functional projections. This makes it possible to assume that definiteness was initially associated with only one of these features, which is part of the explanation. But it is also important that the indefinite noun phrases retain their character, in the sense that its leftmost projection does not change and does not require definiteness to be expressed formally and explicitly. This requirement will set in much later.

In short, the analysis states that the abstract structure of semantically definite noun phrases has developed through the stages shown in (16).

(16) 1. EP–NP (no definiteness marking)
      2. EP–(dP)–NP (optional definiteness marking)
      3. DP–dP–NP (obligatory definiteness marking)

The first step of the development, the transition from stage 1 to stage 2, may appear as a minor change, but it sets the ball rolling. Once definiteness has become a formal category, this also has an impact on the noun phrase in other respects; for instance, demonstratives become associated with formal definiteness as well, and the noun phrase word order changes towards more pre-nominal modifiers.

Throughout the centuries, the use of the definite form increased steadily, but it was a long time until it reached obligatorification. Interestingly, it seems that the obligatorification of the definite suffix and the pre-posed definite article as well as the indefinite article coincide in time, which indicates that stage 2 prevailed until the formal distinction between definite and indefinite noun phrases became mandatory. If so, the structure passes in one sweep from the EP-structure of stage 2 into the modern DP-structure of stage 3. This may seem like a more dramatic change of the abstract structure than the transition from stage 1 to 2, but is maybe just the terminal point we should expect of a development that has moved towards this “goal” for several hundred years.

Considering the linguistic usage, it is probably not a question of a very conspicuous change at the former transition either. I would guess, for instance, that the structure of stage 2 is represented in only a few individuals in the 11th century; perhaps the rune master Visäte is one of them. The change is more discernible during the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries, when stage 2 prevails. Seen from the outside, it is not the slow start and the final consolidation of the transition phases that appear as the most dynamic, but the period in between.

In addition, the analysis I have proposed above makes it possible to see a connection between the emergence of the definite suffix and the apparent differences concerning the noun phrase word order in the Viking age runic inscriptions and the medieval manuscripts. The
noun phrase word order has received very little attention in earlier research, despite the fact that it undergoes significant changes in Swedish, and in Scandinavian as a whole, during the Middle Ages.

Some aspects of the development of the noun phrase have not received much attention in this paper, e.g. the role of the indefinite article and the question of how the (semantically) indefinite noun phrases developed in relation to the definite. These aspects are topics for further research.
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